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Freedom. Cardiovascular exercise completely free of wires

For more than 20 years, Pulse has been at the forefront of

developments in commercial fitness equipment. UK based but

recognised worldwide, Pulse strives to combine innovation with

engineering integrity.  New technology with technical excellence.

Performance with quality, comfort and reliability. 

Setting new standards year-on-year. 

Exceeding customer expectations. 

Now, with Freedom, our new cardiovascular range, 

Pulse is making another major leap forward - building on 

the outstanding track record of what is already one 

of the world’s most complete and well-proven 

cardiovascular ranges. As you’d expect from Pulse, 

Freedom is beautifully designed, superbly 

built and IFI friendly. It has all the features 

you’d want of the latest cardiovascular 

equipment, but uniquely, it is the first 

of its kind to offer you genuine 

wire-free performance.
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Wire-free entertainment in a wire-free environment

While other companies may offer you partially wire-free performance, Pulse Fitness

is the only fitness equipment company, which offers you a truly wireless system -

with the exception only of treadmills. Both the machines themselves and the

entertainment system are powered by the user. This includes the built-in 

console TV, with a colour TFT screen, which can receive any combination 

of TV and Satellite channels, Video, Audio, DVD and your own 

promotional materials via a wireless signal. 

As you can imagine, the implications for both owner and 

user are immense. Huge savings can be made in co-ax or 

CAT5 cabling, electrical infrastructure and building. 

With no cabling. No podiums. Easy installation. 

Improved reliability. Worry free maintenance. 

Smaller utility bills. And the freedom to place 

equipment wherever you want. 

For the user, it means more freedom of 

choice - not only of workout programmes, 

but also of a fantastic range of 

entertainment. More enjoyment. 

More reason to keep coming back.



Integrated entertainment system - 

easy-to-use and ultimately versatile

The new Pulse Freedom Range comes complete with 

its own on-board entertainment system designed into the console. 

This is fully integrated - not a bolt-on - and it’s totally wireless. 

The combination of TFT screen and built-in headphone socket mean you can 

watch live TV, listen to the radio or enjoy pre-recorded CDs or DVDs while you’re 

working out. And it couldn’t be easier to use.

You can switch on the integrated wireless audiovisual entertainment and communication system

(patent pending) at the touch of a button. There is a wide choice of full or wide-screen TV and a mix

mode that offers both full screen TV and workout statistics. So whatever you want, you’ve got. 

All without wires.



Freedom leads the market in wireless
fitness equipment
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Pulse has put considerable time and investment into pioneering a totally
cordless approach and now the Pulse Freedom range leads the market,
with outstanding machines and entertainment, but with no co-ax or CAT5
cabling or power cords. 

The Pulse Freedom range offers both recumbent and upright cycles, 
a stepper and elliptical trainer  - and the same proven technology is
available with a permanently-powered, low impact treadmill. 

Each piece of equipment is solidly made from quality materials. Each is
simple to operate, employs an innovative standard user interface inspired
by IFI - the Inclusive Fitness Initiative - and importantly from the service
point-of-view, one single interchangeable console will fit any machine.

Genuinely self-powered.  Anyplace. Any time
It’s true that self-powered equipment has been around for some time now
and almost all leading manufacturers offer equipment without power cables
- but the drawback with all of them is that cabling is reintroduced through
the entertainment system that can be installed.  

So it’s just worth stressing there is only one equipment producer who can
truly claim to offer radically new technology in both equipment and A/V,
which is totally wireless.

That’s Pulse. And it’s a crucial difference.

Conventional self-powered products can theoretically be placed anywhere.
But the fact is if you want to use their A/V systems, they have to be wired
and this seriously limits their flexibility. The Pulse Freedom Range, on the
other hand, can receive many different entertainment channels via
patented wireless transmitting and receiving technology, and no external
power source is needed. That’s real flexibility.





Performance Tracker
Performance Tracker is an optional software package
that will allow users to store their personal details on 
a smart card and programme in their own custom-
designed workout parameters. Having set a workout
programme, they will then be able to monitor their
performance on a daily, weekly or monthly basis - 
or even longer - checking their progress via
customisable graphs or tables, and adjusting their
workout programmes accordingly.

The software can be programmed to address a range
of performance measures, including Weight-Watchers™
points and heart rate. It’ll be simple to use and as well
as providing visual display of your progress, it will allow
individual or multiple user data to be printed to hard
copy. Performance Tracker will be compatible with all
Pulse high performance cardiovascular equipment and
its use will be extended through key elements 
of the whole Pulse equipment range.

Gym Manager
As well as enhancing the user experience, sophisticated
software can add an extra dimension to facilities
management, providing a range of data that can
improve both services and efficiency.

Gym Manager will be capable of delivering information
on everything from overall facilities usage to the usage
patterns of individual pieces of equipment. It will have
the facility to be used in tandem with a new web based
user service, and will also save time and money by
managing routine tasks, such as generating membership
renewal letters and posting machine service requests.

For Pulse, the data provided will help inform future
product development. While for facility operators, 
it will offer the opportunity to maximise the use of
existing layout and equipment, while at the same time,
supplying data for future planning - helping generate a
greater return for every pound invested.

Employing smart card technology for this latest generation of Pulse
cardiovascular fitness equipment is a crucial factor in helping set new
standards for the industry and in delivering additional benefits for both 
users and operators.

Far from being simply an add-on feature, it is designed to make maximum
use of Pulse Freedom’s unique combination of self-powered equipment 
and A/V facilities. 

It will do this by offering the potential of a growing range of software
options that will enhance user satisfaction and help increase operational 
and business efficiency - as the following examples illustrate.

Technology combined with technical excellence
In commercial fitness equipment, Pulse continues to strive to set the pace.
Our track record tells you that you can rely on us for engineering and
technical excellence, and commercially effective applications. 

Now increasingly, we are aiming to lead the way with innovations in design
and technology that will help raise the game throughout the industry, 
and provide still better products and services for users and operators alike.

Our new Freedom cardiovascular range and other leading Pulse products are
benefiting from rapid technological development and our policy of continuous
improvement. So to keep up with what’s happening, watch this space.

Smart Card Technology. A smart idea all round
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Personal Trainer
Used with Performance Tracker or independently, Pulse Personal
Trainer will offer a unique range of ‘intelligent’ workout
management tools. 
Though easy to programme and use, it will be able to create
sophisticated custom workout programmes by responding to
information provided through multiple-choice user questionnaires.
So it will deliver a uniquely ‘personal’ service.

It will enable users to generate custom exercise profiles, even
select and ‘run’ classic tracks such as that of the London
Marathon, and to email questions to a Pulse employed panel of
fitness experts, who can provide answers, comment and advice. 

The Personal Trainer software has the ability ability to deliver
individual workout programmes, monitor performance and track
progress unmatched by other software systems. It will encourage
and motivate, promoting frequency of use and make a major
contribution to overall member retention.
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One simple interface gives you everything you need
The electronic display used for Pulse Fitness products is recognised as being
the easiest to use across the fitness industry, and in its latest form, is used
throughout the Freedom range. So once you've used one product, 
you'll know how to use them all.

The display can be viewed from a wide range of angles - so there’s no 
need for contortions - and the software is menu driven, using a step-by-step
approach, similar to that of standard bank terminals. This enhances ease of
operation by only providing the information required at any given moment.
It’s an important feature because it effectively makes Freedom machines ‘no
instructions necessary’ exercise products, keeping the fitness instructor free
from lengthy product explanations and a constant barrage of user questions.

While users exercise, the display both motivates and informs them, giving
them a complete graphical representation of their progress at all times. 
It will even show them how well they performed at the end of the
workout. All screens have been designed to accommodate most forms 
of colour blindness and to meet growing international demand, METs -
metabolic rate figures - have been added to our workout statistics. 

In the workout summary, Pulse Freedom machines can now total up how
many points have been earned during the session, using a system based 
on Weight-Watcher's™ dietary programme.

A targeted approach now and for the future
The Freedom range also features a new ‘goal setting mode’, where a choice
of calories, distance or time can be used as a measure for setting goals and
maximising workout performance. These are displayed using a count down
timer, so users can monitor their progress against targets, incentivising them
and heightening motivation.

By utilising a ‘flash’ upgradeable processor (like a mobile phone), Pulse’s
Console Display is the industry’s most flexible system. That means Pulse
can always keep its customers one step ahead. Programming via the smart
card port enables you to upgrade to the latest software at any time and 
store the data from a workout as statistics.

So Pulse Freedom customers can not only start ahead now, but also stay
ahead in future. Free of wires and free of restrictions. 

Standard User Interface
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Built, like all Pulse Fitness equipment, so top athletes can use it, on this
machine a four-minute mile is achievable - if you can hack it, but so is a
gentle jog - if you need it. Put yourself to the test on varying gradients,
thanks to an inclining deck. Accelerate smoothly via fine incremental
speed adjustment and experience the super shock absorption. 
With two separate emergency stop systems, easy servicing, proven
technology, demonstrable quality, ultimate performance and reliability.
This is one treadmill you’ll be happy to run with.

Key Features

Running deck inclines 15%. Speed

increments of 0.1kph. You can make 

this as challenging or modest a test as 

you like.

Double emergency stop systems. 

One, a button on the handlebars to 

hit if you overdo it or stumble.

Two, a slot-in smart card that attaches 

to the user.

The card pulls out. The machine stops. 

Low impact shock absorption reduces

stress on the lower back, legs, knees and

ankles; protecting bone and tendon;

avoiding trauma.

The technology is tried, tested and

continuously developed, with features 

like reversible running deck and a self-

lubricating running belt for a longer, 

easier life.

260F-T ‘Ascent’ Low Impact Treadmill
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This is an evolved form of a fitness classic, superbly well built and hugely
versatile. It is designed and engineered to satisfy people of every fitness
level, from professional racers to straight-from-the-office pacers and
reformed couch potatoes. With great ergonomics, great position and
support it gives a great aerobic workout. This is a cycle worth riding.

Key Features

The pedals have an adjustable strap 

(6 positions), which accommodates 

the majority of users’ shoe sizes. 

Maximum comfort is provided via a

generous (anatomical) seat, which

accommodates the wide variation of

users Pulse serve. The seat’s surface 

is shaped to relieve pressure on the

lower spine and promotes stable

support, helping the users to assume 

a correct workout position.

It has a built-in 6 position spring assisted,

colour coded adjustment mechanism 

that will easily accommodate the largest

of users.

Strategically placed Hand-Pulse sensors

are fitted as standard to enable constant

heart rate monitoring.

Ergonomic handlebars (triathlon in style

enable user to assume a natural and

comfortable pedalling position in both

upright and racing positions.

240F-ST ‘Pursuit’ Upright Cycle
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In depth materials and ergonomic research during the product
development stage has provided our users with greater support and
active comfort. The backrest is designed to support the spinal column by
mirroring its natural physiological curve in all of the 15 adjustable seating
positions. This encourages correctness of posture whilst allowing
freedom of movement during a workout. The seat is angled backwards
to guarantee involvement of the gluteal muscles whilst the lumbar
support eliminates spinal fatigue. So the user ends up worked out, 
not whacked out! Effective, luxury cycling.

Key Features

People often take their personal

possessions into the fitness suite. That's

why Pulse has incorporated a custom

designed, deep storage area into the

console. Always in the line of sight, this

convenient area can be used to hold

personal hi-fis or CD players, mobile

phones, keys etc. and of course there is

Smooth belt drive system - quick, durable

and virtually maintenance free.

Adjustable levelling feet compensate for

uneven surfaces. For laminate flooring a

rubber protector is provided.

250F-ST ‘Perform’ Recumbent Cycle

a space for the all-important water

bottle. It also features an integrated

reading rack.

The Recumbent Seat has a colour

coded adjustment mechanism.
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Built, like all Pulse Fitness equipment, so top athletes can use it, on this
machine a four-minute mile is achievable - if you can hack it, but so is a
gentle jog - if you need it. Put yourself to the test on varying gradients,
thanks to an inclining deck. Accelerate smoothly via fine incremental
speed adjustment and experience the super shock absorption. 
With two separate emergency stop systems, easy servicing, proven
technology, demonstrable quality, ultimate performance and reliability.
This is one treadmill you’ll be happy to run with.

Key Features

Running deck inclines 15%. Speed

increments of 0.1kph. You can make 

this as challenging or modest a test as 

you like.

Double emergency stop systems. 

One, a button on the handlebars to 

hit if you overdo it or stumble.

Two, a slot-in smart card that attaches 

to the user.

The card pulls out. The machine stops. 

Low impact shock absorption reduces

stress on the lower back, legs, knees and

ankles; protecting bone and tendon;

avoiding trauma.

The technology is tried, tested and

continuously developed, with features 

like reversible running deck and a self-

lubricating running belt for a longer, 

easier life.

260F-T ‘Ascent’ Low Impact Treadmill
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Poised, aggressive, muscular, more animal than machine. The Extreme
elliptical trainer drives a total body workout. All the major upper and
lower body muscle groups are exercised, simultaneously, in one smooth,
non-impact, forward-and-backwards, up-and-over elliptical motion, that’s
gentle on the joints and makes the most of the machine’s multi-functional
electronic Cross-Training programme. The result is more exercise, in less
time, and it’s as great to use as it is to look at.

Key Features

A natural striding motion is achieved via

the close pedal spacing this minimizes 

hip rotation.

Proven rear-drive resistance system

delivers a unique, elliptical 

path-of-motion, facilitating optimum 

stride and maximum comfort.

Handlebars are ergonomically designed,

non-slip and sweat resistant, encouraging

good posture and technique, together

with a wide range of handgrip options.

Hand-Pulse sensors are strategically

placed on the fixed handlebars to enable

constant heart rate monitoring.

Replicates physiological action of the

ankle, eliminating joint stress, creating

more natural movement and enabling the

user to vary stride length according to

work rate.

‘Oversize’ foot pedals accommodate

users of all sizes. The foot pedals are

synchronised to the motion of the upper

body handlebars.

280F-ST ‘Extreme’ Elliptical Trainer



Design

There is a tradition of product excellence and innovation within Pulse
Fitness’ Product Design.

Pulse is the only fitness equipment provider that conceives, designs,
builds, supplies and services its own innovative fitness solutions.

It’s our Product Designers’ and Engineers’ mission to produce the best in
class equipment, that means surpassing our customers’ expectations.
How? By constantly looking towards the future, developing innovative
products that can be precisely manufactured and have exceptional
reliability. This provides a unique combination - products that are both
stylish and robust whilst still ‘non- intimidating’ wrapped up in a high
build quality that is engineered with painstaking precision.

Approvals
Our high quality equipment has to pass rigorous testing; Pulse Fitness’ is

fully committed to complying with the latest and highest international

standards for quality and safety: Our products are manufactured to BSI

(Cert No.33219), ISO9002, they carry the CE mark of certification

within Europe, and will be gaining regulatory approval by such bodies as:

ETL, FCC, IFI & TUV GS.

Partners
Pulse Fitness has developed industry partnerships (over the years). These

facilities have been seamlessly integrated as ‘options’ into our products:

Heart Rate Monitoring

Pulse offers a choice of heart rate monitoring systems. The user can

choose to use either Polar® telemetry (chest strap required) or grip the

Hand-Pulse (mixed signal analogue sensing with digital signal processing

(DSP)) sensors (delivering the most advanced and precise heart rate

monitoring system available). Both systems are fitted as standard across

the range. Hand-Pulse is ideal for those who do not wish to wear a chest

strap to monitor their heart rate during training. NB: - Polar® telemetry

heart rate monitoring provides a hands free monitoring system by

utilising a wireless chest strap that broadcasts indiscriminately and

machines close enough, pick up its signal. 

Hand-Pulse automatically monitors the heart rate when a user grasps the

integrated brushed steel sensors.

Network

Fitlinxx™ is an interactive fitness club network, it’s an open system that

provides two-way communication between user and club. 

The member’s workout can be pre-programmed, and the results can 

be stored providing a way to manage the results (Pulse’s products are

seamlessly integrated with Certification Level 1, CSAFE Version 

3.1 compliance).

IFI (Research Associate)

Working in association with The English Federation of Disability Sport,

Sport England, The Gary Jelen Foundation and Montgomery Leisure

Services the IFI (Inclusive Fitness Initiative) is an organisation that seeks

to promote access to fitness equipment for all people.

The IFI has helped to shape the thinking of the Product Design team at

Pulse. The new Freedom range includes high contrast visibility for

adjustable parts, raised tactile surfaces and auditory support for control

buttons on the consoles overlay. Even the frame colour has been

carefully chosen to maximise the user’s sensory input by contrasting

between floor, walls and seat.
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Why Pulse?

Quality

All Pulse Fitness products are manufactured from the highest quality

materials and components; they are subjected to careful evaluation,

rigorous usage tests and production checks. This heavy-duty construction

technique ensures durability and longevity to withstand the demands of

the busiest facility for years to come.

Materials

The products materials are chosen to suit our all users’ requirements;

ergonomically innovative, they combine comfortable tactility with a visual

distinctiveness that satisfies both the most exacting approvals committee

and delights our customers.

Construction

All Pulse Fitness products are constructed from durable steel that 

is designed to give exceptional stability even during the most 

vigorous workout. Once welded the frames are zinc pre-treated, 

furnace baked and then epoxy powder coated to give them a tough,

corrosive resistant and easy to clean finish that has unbeatable durability

and reliability.

Mouldings

The injection-moulded covers are durable high impact thermoplastic

housings, which seal internal components (protecting the vital parts

against dust and sweat) and are easy to wipe clean.

Belt Transmission

Pulse Fitness prefers to use durable long-lasting belts for drive systems

providing a smooth motion which is virtually maintenance free and near

silent in operation. This approach encourages ambient noise reduction

resulting in a more relaxed environment.

Total Fitness Solutions
Choosing Pulse Fitness doesn’t only mean choosing a single source for a

complete commercial fitness solution. Pulse can provide everything

necessary to start a facility, to support it and keep it running smoothly:

Concept

A full consultancy service is available to plan any imaginable scheme.

Support

Client Support offers a one-stop-shop to support and administer 

or manage any club or fitness suite.

Installation

Highly skilled construction will undertake all schemes no matter how

large or small.

Training

Covering all aspects of physiology and fitness through to sales, marketing

and customer care.

Equipment

Precision engineered to uncompromising standards, each piece complies

with the relevant international safety standards.

Payment Plan

A flexible portfolio of financial options are offered.

Service

Pulse Fitness’ equipments running and maintenance costs are the lowest

in the industry.

Pulse On-Line

Visit our website for up to date product information and customer

testimonials.  www.pulsefitness.com

On-Line ordering

A password-protected on-line web based software system that enables

our customers to order replacement parts. Its exploded diagrammatic

approach also assists customers with any product maintenance they

choose to undertake.
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220F-ST
‘Pace’ Stepper

A/V Display
7.25”(185.0mm) TFT

Diagnostics
Service Interval

Dimensions
101.0cm(L), 175.0cm(H), 70.0cm(W), 
39.8”(L), 68.9”(H), 25.2”(W)

Drive
Internal self tensioning polyvee belt drive
mechanism. Pedal arm drive Kevlar® polychain.

Features
Maximum Independent Step Stroke
(40.0cm or 15.5”)

Handlebars
Bull-horn

HR Telemetry
Polar® and Hand-Pulse

Language Options
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish 
and Swedish

Levels of Resistance
1- 28

Max. User Weight
160kg (350lbs)
Networking:Certification Level: Level 1
CSAFE Version: 3.1
Compliance (i.e. Integrated: Fitlinxx™)
(Optional)

Power Requirements
Self-powered

Programmes
Cool Down, Goals, Heart Rate Control, Pacer,
Profile Manager and Quick Start

Readouts
Calories, distance, heart rate, METs, resistance
level, speed, spm, time and watts

Weight
78kg (171.6lbs)

240F-ST
‘Pursuit’ Upright Cycle

A/V Display
7.25”(185.0mm) TFT

Diagnostics
Service Interval

Dimensions
101.0cm(L), 146.0cm(H), 70.0cm(W), 
39.8”(L), 57.5”(H), 25.2”(W)

Drive
Internal self tensioning polyvee belt drive
mechanism

Features
Custom designed self-skinning polyurethane
foam moulded seat

Handlebars
Triathlon

HR Telemetry
Polar® and Hand-Pulse

Language Options
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish 
and Swedish

Levels of Resistance
1- 28 (35 watts minimum resistance)

Max. User Weight
160kg (350lbs)

Networking
Certification Level: Level 1
CSAFE Version: 3.1
Compliance (i.e. Integrated: Fitlinxx™)
(Optional)

Power Requirements
Self-powered

Programmes
Cool Down, Fitness Level (Åstrand sub-max 
V02 test), Goals, Heart Rate Control, Pacer,
Profile Manager and Quick Start

Readouts
Calories, distance, heart rate, METs,
resistance level, rpm, speed, time and watts

Resistance (Watts)
30-450

Weight
62kg (136.4lbs)

Integrated wireless A/V entertainment and communication system

product information 

Operating temp.: 5 to 45 °C

Storage temp.: -25 to 55 °C

Video standards: PAL / NTSC / SECAM

System information - Audio/video transmission

Carrier frequency: 2.4 Ghz (ISM Band)

Type of modulation: FM

Multiple RF channels: Any 4 channels at any one time.

Antenna: built-in (typical range up to 100m in open air,

up to 30m indoors. May vary per country according to local regulations)

Transmitter unit

Power supply: 9V DC via 220-240V AC adapter

Power consumption: 7 Watts

Dimensions: 17.0cm(L) x 12.5cm(W) x 4.0cm(H) 6.7”(L) x 4.9”(W) x 1.6”(H)

Power on/off: Switch on Rear

Input Audio R/L: Phono Socket

Input Video: Phono Socket

IR: Built-in transmitter
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250F-ST
‘Perform’ Recumbent Cycle

A/V Display
7.25”(185.0mm) TFT

Diagnostics
Service Interval

Dimensions
145.0cm(L), 125.0cm(H), 70.0cm(W), 
57.1”(L), 49.2”(H), 25.2”(W)

Drive
Internal self tensioning polyvee belt drive
mechanism

Features
Custom designed self-skinning polyurethane
foam moulded seat

Handlebars
Support

HR Telemetry
Polar® and Hand-Pulse

Language Options
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish
and Swedish

Levels of Resistance
1- 28 (35 watts minimum resistance)

Max. User Weight
160kg (350lbs)

Networking
Certification Level: Level 1
CSAFE Version: 3.1
Compliance (i.e. Integrated: Fitlinxx™)
(Optional)

Power Requirements
Self-powered

Programmes
Cool Down, Fitness Level (Åstrand sub-max
V02 test), Goals, Heart Rate Control, Pacer,
Profile Manager and Quick Start

Readouts
Calories, distance, heart rate, METs, resistance
level, rpm, speed, time and watts

Resistance (Watts)
30-450

Weight
92kg (202.4lbs)

260F-T
‘Ascent’ low impact Treadmill

A/V Display
7.25”(185.0mm) TFT

Diagnostics
Service Interval

Dimensions
227.0cm(L), 145.0cm(H), 82.0cm(W), 
89.4”(L), 57.0”(H), 32.3”(W)

Drive
1.5kw digital sensorless vector drive

Features
Belt: 50.0cm(W), 144.0cm(L), working length
(self-lubricating). Sprung running deck
(reversible, self-lubricating).

Belt speed
0.6mph - 12mph (1kph - 19kph, in 0.1kph
increments)

Lift Ram
High reliability acme screw actuator, 0-15%

HR Telemetry
Polar® and Hand-Pulse

Language Options
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish 
and Swedish

Levels of Resistance
1- 28

Max. User Weight
160kg (350lbs)

Networking
Certification Level: Level 1
CSAFE Version: 3.1
Compliance (i.e. Integrated: Fitlinxx™)
(Optional)

Power Requirements
220-240V AC, 50/60Hz, 8A, 1.5kW(3HP)
AC Motor

Programmes
Cool Down, Fitness Level (one-mile walk
test), Goals, Heart Rate Control, Pacer,
Profile Manager and Quick Start

Readouts
Calories, distance, heart rate, incline, METs,
resistance level, rpm, speed, time and watts

Weight
260kg (572lbs)

280F-ST
‘Extreme’ Elliptical Trainer

A/V Display
7.25”(185.0mm) TFT

Diagnostics
Service Interval

Dimensions
230.0cm(L), 160.0cm(H), 90.0cm(W), 
90.6”(L), 63.0”(H), 35.4”(W)

Drive
Internal self tensioning polyvee belt drive
mechanism

Features
Biomechanically correct foot pedal, unique
pedal movement allows for non-impact
workout (patent pending)

HR Telemetry
Polar® and Hand-Pulse

Language Options
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish 
and Swedish

Levels of Resistance
1- 28

Max. User Weight
160kg (350lbs)

Networking
Certification Level: Level 1
CSAFE Version: 3.1
Compliance (i.e. Integrated: Fitlinxx™)
(Optional)

Power Requirements
Self-powered

Programmes
Cool Down, Cross Train, Goals,
Heart Rate Control, Pacer, Profile Manager 
and Quick Start

Readouts
Calories, distance, heart rate, METs,
resistance level, rpm, speed, time and watts

Variable stride length
48.0cm to 56.0cm (depending upon workout
technique). Close pedal spacing synchronised 
to (foot motion) upper body handlebars

Weight
170kg (374lbs)
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